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system makes it possible to significantly

based objects, which are rendered as mass

Minimal invasive surgery is a routine clinical

reduce the risk of the device not being
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procedure. However, when using an
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future devices. To do so, they begin by
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simulation results allows high frame rates

developing a virtual prototype modelling
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changes. To visualize the instruments and
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Image-processing technologies
by Fraunhofer FIRST support the
development of medical devices
and allow for a better view during
minimal invasive surgery
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Nowadays, medical devices such as

– Generating models for the simulation of
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endoscopes and microscopes produce
high-resolution images and videos in HD

medical devices, organs and tissue
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researchers are able to implement image

– GPU processing (implementation and

processing on GPUs (graphics processing

parallelization of image-processing

units). In a variety of projects, they have

applications on the GPU)

developed complex GPU-based solutions
for the auto-calibration of multi-projector
systems, medical simulation and visualiza-
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tion and computer vision applications. On
account of their high degree of parallelism,

– CUDA, OpenCL, HLSL

GPUs are particularly well suited for execut-

– PhysX, Simulation Open Framework

ing compute-bound processes such as real
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time image processing. The fact that they

– DirectX, OpenGL

enable a large number of processes to be

– 3ds Max, Maya, Blender

executed in parallel means that high volumes of data can be analyzed quickly and
efficiently. Application examples are denoising, edge detection, structure analysis and
auto-focusing. It is the deployment of GPUs
that allows, say, Fourier transformations or
optical flow to be used for real-time video
analysis. Use is made here of technologies
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